
2022  FINAL SCORE __ANSWER KEY__ 

 

 
 

THE SUPER EASY POINTS… 25 OF THEM 

CAR NAME (distinguish yourself)__________________________________________________ 

ALL RIDERS NAMES (HINT: Rally Master is a fan of legibility…BIG TIME!) 

  

  

  

 

(_____/ 25) 

 

START YOUR BRAINS 

Point 1  (_____/ 10) 

Get your eyes on immediately! As you prepare to hang your first ralphy out of the gate, if you 

can give me the name of the Rabbit on your right, then you just started the show with                  

5 points _RabittWoman__!  Bear left going under an overpass, tip of the hat at a prior rally 

point and animals’ savior.  On the real Old Katy Road, turn right at 7026.  You are at Point 1! 

The canopy tells you the name_Houston Design Center____5 points.  

Point 2 (_____/ 10) 

Retrace your path here, turning right, pass Landry’s, and at your first chance to turn left, do so.  

Stay on your access through four lights, then turning left, stay right, and at “a place where 

trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants are cultivated for scientific and educational purposes”, 

pull in at_Arboretum & Nature Center__________5 points. Make the loop, taking note of the 

fuel efficient spaces.  How many do you count on the loop? ____5____5 points. This is Point 2!  
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Point 3 (_____/ 15) 

Return to your original route, where you will head east.  Pass under 2 OLD overpasses and 

through 2 NEW overpasses. Welcome to the new world of Memorial Park…no parking to 

picnic…caution, you pass through 2 lights. Get your google going…make a left on an a name that 

was an Oscar winner in 1956’s Written on the Wind. Follow this lane, and at LIVE BY THE 

GOLDEN RULE, give me the name of the Artist/Creator __John Milkovisch__________5 points. 

Ramble on…at MY restaurant, which has come and gone, or a Dickens’ character misspelled, 

turn left.  Go to the second stop sign, turn right. At the roundabout travel north to a perfect 

score (in the Olympics), where you will turn right.  You will pass Zeus twice, with a Target in the 

middle, then you will veer right under a HERO, and veer again at a toll road’s name. You are 

now in the latest building boom, and you are passing the back of a famous restaurant, which 

many have heard about, but few can find.  Turn…let’s see the front! Right at Construction 101.  

When you knock twice, what do you get? _Cross the Border________10 points.  This is Point 3! 

Point 4 (_____/ 15+) 

At the middle name of the 32nd Vice President and long for “Bill” means turn left, and before 

your left turn at the Dakota Lofts give me 2 of the artist on the murals on your right. 

_@nft11222______ _@w3r3on3________10 points. Follow your past instruction to the dead 

end, turning left then turn right when you see Art.  Pass over tracks…you would be Weise not to 

turn.  As you cross over the tracks and look to the left, give the name a prior Susan’s Rally 

point__St. Arnold’s Brewery___5 points. Please continue till a treasure trove of Presidents 

beckon’s you to answer this question: how many presidents do you count for 1 point each (NOT 

heads, but head with bust)__21____?  This is Point 4! 

Point 5 (_____/ 15) 

Move forward to a ‘Y’ where you will veer right, but you will veer again. Enjoy an idyllic view of 

Houston. Snap a picture, you will never see a better view the without power lines or billboards. 

Give me the mascot for of the Blanche Kelso Bruce Elementary School__Bulldogs____5 points. 

A former president points out the beauty of the earth and another example of the theme that 

you will see over and over. What is the “canvas” upon which this art was painted? __Cargo 

Containers_____5 points. Pass Horton’s Street and the original Mercado on your right. When 

you have to navigate, turn left, but FORTH means an immediate right turn to the next point, on 

your right. This is point 5! They wish us well, but because of pandemic won’t be open today. 

Carrying on with our theme, to whom is the letter addressed?_James Manzolillo_____5 points.  

Point 6 (_____/ 20) 

Continue on til orange signals a left. Another mural is points in your pocket if you can give me 

the address _2440 Canal__, and Paulmendo’s La Familia inside will tell you how old the mural is 

_3 or 4 years_5 points. Moving on to Eado Vape and another theme place store. Go in, say hello 

to the boss man! What is price of the tallest hooka?__$200___5 points, and a Bob Marley of 

some sort for your keepsake gets you 10 points. This is Point 6! 
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Point 7 (_____/ 25) 

This is another example of how this blighted area has become “the place to be.” Continue on 

the street that has Suez, Panama and Erie in its name, and when you get to Drennan, turn right. 

The subject matter?__RBG_5 points. Continue on going One Way Only, then Atlantic signals a 

left turn. A few years ago we saw the Cameron Ironworks was a fascinating old building…NOW 

the update!!! Pass over a track and another tip of the hat to a muralist of many years ago. 

Name a television show that starred any of these characters _Addams Family________5 points. 

You turn right at the 11th president and enjoy “mural road”! Continue to see more murals, the 

artists’ names are CaptDaveJohn and MR1987.  Who wrote “There is no love sincerer love than 

the love of food”?_Gerorge Bernard Shaw_5 points When you see Sweeney’s you have found 

the OLDEST in the city of this type business, what is it?__Marble___________5 points What 

message did the boys leave for you? __Susan’s Rally poster_________5 points.  This is Point 7! 

Point 8 (_____/ 20)  

Keep your eyes on…  

Give me Frida’s message to the world _I’m the type of woman that if I want the moon, I’ll get it 

down myself_5 points. Turn right at the 8th Wonder, and another at Houston’s rival to the 

north. Points if you can name the artist and art you are passing____Adickes______________ 

Beatles__5 points. FREEDOM means turn right, travel til you find religion, and when a historical 

marker is found on your left, stop.  To whom is it dedicated?_Grand Court Order of 

Calanthe____5 points  Continue on, turning right at 29°44′44.76″N 95°22′25.7″W or the 

Premier of New South Wales in 1911.  2113 is your spot. What is the building product, and how 

many units did it take to build? __Cargo Containers_ _____10_______5 points.  This is Point 8! 

Point 9 (_____/ 10) 

Continuing on, at a 10 dollar bill turn left, and then veer left when you have to, but exit right at 

the first option. You will make a U, and turn right at Blodgett. Color Explosion is Point 9! Say 

hello to Ms. Loretta Dixon, and find a rally jacket and its price______$165__________10 points.  

Thank her, and a tip of the hat to another prior Rally point across the street!  

 

Point 10 (10 / 10) 

THIS IS IT, and you have almost completed Susan’s Rally 2022. Follow your nose to The Buffalo 

Soldiers National Museum at 3816 Caroline St. Congratulations you have completed Susan’s 

Rally.  This is Point 10! 

https://geohack.toolforge.org/geohack.php?pagename=McGowen_station&params=29_44_44.76_N_95_22_25.7_W_type:railwaystation_region:US-TX

